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Kick-Start Your Transformation
IMPAQ CEO and author Mark Samuel’s inspirational, humorous,
and actionable keynote presentations have been improving people’s
workplaces and personal lives for years. Mark has a unique way of
expanding mindsets and giving people a roadmap for changing
their habits in order to be more effective and successful. Whether Mark is talking
about organizational
“Leaders everywhere will benefit from
changes, leadership
applying Mark’s powerful tools to
at every level, or his
create B State transformation in their
specialty in personal,
businesses and in their own lives.”
team, and organiza—GAY HENDRICKS
tional accountability,
Ph.D., Author of The Big Leap
his presentations link
heart and practicality together, motivating individuals and teams
to take action.
Any speaker worth their salt can entertain an audience while
delivering the message, but Mark’s keynote presentations stand
out from the crowd due to his incredible level of connection
and engagement—he gets attendees deeply involved in group
activities to enlighten each participant. As a result, each member
of the audience has a greater sense of ownership, which leads to
adoption and application of the paradigm-shifting concepts and
tools presented. Ultimately, participants want to hear more, learn
more, and are enthusiastic to integrate the message and strategies
presented into their workplaces and personal lives.

MARK SAMUEL is a thought leader and the
CEO of IMPAQ, an award-winning international
consulting firm that helps organizations and leaders produce measurable results that transform their
businesses and cultures.
He’s the author of Creating the Accountable Organization: A Practical Guide to Improve Performance
Execution and Making Yourself Indispensable: The
Power of Personal Accountability, once named the
Best New Business Book by the International Book Awards. Samuel has been featured by
CNBC, Bloomberg, Fast Company, Forbes, and
Fortune Magazine as a top authority on accountability, teamwork, and leadership.
An award-winning speaker, Samuel has addressed
the national conferences of ASTD, AQP, ODN,
ASHHRA, and ISPI. He has moved audiences in
Europe and the Americas to effective action with
his engaging, inspirational, humorous, interactive,
and thought-provoking presentations.
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“

You could call Mark Samuel something of
a magician. He’s an innovative, pioneering
management consultant who—I’m not kidding—
seems to work magic in organizations. With his
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Customized Solutions That Drive
Measurable Results

skillful touch, stalled companies fire back up
into productivity; companies that were stuck
shake loose and find their freedom and flow.”

—STEVE CHANDLER
Motivational speaker & bestselling author

“

Mark Samuel’s B State is a paradigm shift to
quickly transform your business and culture by
changing your ‘habits of collective execution.’
This is not only a refreshing approach that gets
measurable results but also a must-read for
executives and leaders.”

—JOEY HUBBARD
Global Head of Trainings at Thrive Global

“

EVERY KEYNOTE that Mark delivers is customized to help
your organization meet its unique needs, goals, and challenges, and
drive measurable results. He will discuss these topics with your team
prior to the meeting to ensure that the presentation and activities
are spot-on and relatable. As a result, participants in Mark’s sessions
always leave engaged, enthusiastic, and ready to put what they’ve
learned into action!
MARK IS AVAILABLE to deliver a variety of presentation formats (a one- to two-hour speech, a half-day or a full-day talk) that
are perfect for:

Mark is a visionary and an original thinker. He
can walk into any dysfunctional situation and
diagnose the root cause of it. He sees the best
possible outcome and knows how to get you

SENIOR LEADERS who need to drive

short-term and sustainable results

there faster than you expected.”

—SOPHIE CHICHE
Founder and CEO of Shape House

“

CORPORATE LEADERSHIP teams

navigating new and persistent challenges
He’s done it again! Mark Samuel has written
another compelling, relevant, and engaging
book on how to move an organization from
‘A State’ to ‘B State.’ Beyond organizational
accountability, Samuel’s practical tips and

MIDDLE MANAGEMENT and functional teams that

are directly responsible for implementing big changes

critical insight help leaders effectively drive
organizational performance to meet desired
outcomes and goals. Very seldom today do
you read business books that deliver an ‘aha’
moment. B State does not disappoint; it is a

ENTREPRENEURS who are establishing or

changing company culture and performance standards

must-read for any executive.”

—JIM BARNES
CEO of enVista
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Transforming Business,
Organizational Culture, and Self
IN BUSINESS and life, there are often moments when one simply can’t seem to find a way
forward. Searching in the past for solutions to
persistent problems results in frustration and
confusion. Issues in corporate teamwork and
individual relationships can feel overwhelming and even insurmountable. There’s a lack of
control and a sense of being stuck. B State provides a clear roadmap from point A to point B,
to rapidly achieve measurable, breakthrough results. It’s about a true
transformation, which removes old mindsets and silos, while replacing
inefficient behaviors with desired habits, quickly creating the highest-performing culture for groundbreaking business outcomes.
Equipped with over 30 years of professional and academic expertise, author, speaker, and change agent Mark Samuel helps companies (and the
individuals that comprise them) achieve their B State, enabling them to
make the necessary changes they didn’t think were possible. His strategies for finding and enacting
solutions to complex challengTHIS BOOK FOCUSES
es use real-life examples to help
READERS ON WHERE THEY
readers embrace accountability
WANT TO GO, AND IT HELPS
and envision their success—in
THEM GET THERE FAST.
order to achieve the transformation they need. This book focuses
readers on where they want to go, and it helps them get there fast.
Written for business executives, managers, supervisors, and leaders at
all levels, this is a book about how to not just do business, but also live
life. It brings about the dynamic forward launch readers are looking
for, creating results that are both unprecedented and sustainable.
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